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I. Introduction 

Invention of the harmonic superspace (SS) approach opened a way 
to unconstrained superfield (SF) formulations of all N=2 theories 

and of the N=3 Yang-Mills theory ' . An urgent problem ahead 
is to construct an unconstrained off-shell formulation of N=3 
Einstein supergravity. Hitherto it was known only on shell'5'6'' . 
We are led by reasonings ' that follow a general compensating 
strategy (see ' 8 ' and references therein). 
According to these reasonings an off-shell interact j.on of N=3 corfor-
mal supergravity''' with three Maxwell multipleti produces the off-
-shell Binstein supergravity. To perform thin pro;rar, one has to find 
out N=3 conformal supergravity prepotentJala arid to establish how a 
local superconformal group acts in the П=3 real analytic superspace 
where the Ife3 Yang-Mils action is written down. .Ve shall see that 
this procedure is rather analogous to that in H-2 case' . 

i/e shall establish in the present paper the rigid superconfor
mal properties of the real N=3 analytic 3S and check the auperconfor-
mal invariance of the off-shell N=3 Yanf;-Iililla theory. 

Moreover, in the present paper we reveal existence of an essen
tially complex analytic SS having only three -Veyl spinor coordinates 
(instead of four in the real analytic 33). Possibilities are also 
indicated to impose additional analyticity condi :ions with respect 
to harmonic variables. 

The paper ie planned as follows. In section 2 we remind the rea
der of basics of the N=3 harmonic SS introduced by S.Kalitzin, E.So-
katchev and the present authors' '. This js made for the reader's 
convenience and because we have improved some conventions and nota
tion. We use a modernized combined conjugation definition that is 
easier to deal with and that relates uore directly to the combined 
conjugation in the N=2 case' . 

The main section is the third one. Here we find such a realiza
tion of the superconformal group in the harmonic SS that leaves inva-
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riant Its analytic sub SS. In what follows we shall often use the 
theorem of this seotlon that the Berezianin (superdeterminant) of 
superoonformal transformations in real analytic SS is unity. These 
transformations for harmonics and harmonic derivatives are presented 
in a oompact form. In subsections 3.6 and 3.7 we digress temporarily 
from the hasio line of attack and make some intriguing observations. 
The latter ooncerns the exlstenoe of complex analytic N-3 SS with 
a smaller number of Grassmann or/and harmonio coordinates and reali
zation of a superconformal group in these SS's . 

Finally, section 4 treats superconformal invarlance of the N-3 
SYM theory. Oils becomes rather evident after establishing SU (2 2/3,) 
transformation properties of the SYH prepotentials and field strengths. 

Appendices contain the explicit form and algebra of harmonic 
derivatives, the N O superconforraal transformations of analytic coor
dinates and some details connected with the complex analytic SS . In 
particular, we demonstrate that the latter contains the real analy
tic SS as a hypersurface. 

2. The A E > C of N=3 harmonic SS 
In this section we give a brief review of basic conventions and 

concepts concerning W*3 harmonic SS '*' , We adopt here a modernized 
combined conjugation operation. Being equivalent in essence to the 
original one the new operation is more oonvenient to keep it 
in mind and is in a direct correspondence with that for the H»2 
case . 

2.1. Central basis of harmonio 4*3 SS contains the coordinates 
of the usual H-3 SS 

and, In addition, the harmonics U -t U.\ . The latter are 
coordinates of the N-3 supersymmetry automorphism's group manifold 
SU(3) . These harmonlos obey the unltarity and unimodularity con
ditions 

C2.2) 

i Ulx^i ^ ^ к к > ^ « к - г л к й 
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Differentiation with reapeot to harmonics is performed Ъу haraonio 
derivatives 

K-^<k-i%^-*w , **-<>•<*» 
The reader oan easily check that D b agree with the defining pro
perties (2.2), that they form the ЗП ( s ^ algebra 

and that this SU(3l oomnutes with SU(3) A that rotates lndioes 
l,J,k (but not a,b,o!). These SU(3) A and S0(3) D groups are reali
zed on harmonios Ц,£" by left and right multiplications, respecti
vely. 

The Cartan algebra of 80(3)^ is given by harmonlo derivatives 

Ъ°х - Di ~Ъ\ > Ь т - ^ (̂  -Ь\) С2.5) 

that define two (T(l)-charges. One oan oonsider harmonics as eigen
vectors of these charges (see (2.3) ) 

Correspondingly index CU is represented by a pair of U(l)-indi-
oes 

0(1) x U(I) notation for six regaining derivatives (2.3) does not 
need special explanation 

Ъ 1 - 1> 1 л = № — *-, - U°*£ TTd,-i i o*£ 2 _ . . = V ' 5 , 

гсцог-г и «и 

Ъ 3 т^г* „0,-2 2 . _ | i4,-^ — . = 9*'"*. 
W ? 1 ^ ^ ° ' Z l (2 .8) 
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Appendix A contains an explicit form for the rest of derivatives and 
algebra (2.4) • The latter consists of commutators with the U(I)-char-
ge operators 

ll>x Х ^ И г ^ } [К ,&*~]*Ъ Ъ*'* Са.,) 
and of commutators of D ' between themselves. 

2.2. A comment. The signifioanoe of U(l) x U(I) charges is de
fined by our ultimate goal, i.e. by the SF N«3 Yang-Mills theory .. 
and the N»3 supergravlty. A a has been shown in the first re
quires SF's of definite U(I)-oharges. The even part of the corres
ponding SS includes the space-time М л and , in fact» the 
homogeneous space SO(rj/lM)eUBK D u t n o t 8П<з) itself). Indeed, 
harmonics Ц have (taking into account (2.2) ) 8 independent 
real degrees of freedom describing the SU(3)-jnanifold. However, the 
oondltion that SF j-1 T^i has two definite U(l)_charges 

Ърь-Ъ1?*1* Ъ\^-ъ$ьм сю) 
fixes dependence on two degrees of freedom. Evidently, in such a 
framework one works In a manifestly SU(3) invariant way. 

2.3. "e shall finish a review of harmonics properties by 
disoussion of the combined conjugation operation. 

It includes the complex conjugation and one of the Weyl reflec
tions of SU(3) algebra. The latter acts on lndioes Л of 
harmonics and can be chosen in several ways. Time has shown that the 
original ohoioe was not the best to deal with. The following 
one is better» 

«V - «vi<• , д п = _ иY (7r 2 = u°'zi 

_*_ * * (2.11) 

The'new rule is easier to memorize; the first U(l)_oharge remains 
unohanged while the second one ohanges its sign. The reader will 
easily see that the combined conjugation (2.1l) Is compatible with 
the conditioned.2) and that the harmonio derivatives have the 
following reality properties» 
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(2.15) 

D 1 ' 1 3 - * ^ , ^ " ' ± Ь = iff'**. (2.12) 

2.4. The introduction of harmonics enlarges the number of even 
dimensions. At the same time a wonderful possibility appears to single 
out in the harmonic SS its analytic sub SS '*' . The latter has a 
smaller number of Grassmann ooordlnates and is olosed with respect to 
the N»3 supersymmetry. Indeed, in the central basis {лУо1, ̂  ,& а ь,и j 
the "'3 supersymmetry transformations have a form 

Now let us pass from central basis to analytic one 

where \ 
A v 

We see that the analytic sub SS 

is olosed under transformations (2.13): 

«.xr-i i^e^r+^^l 1 * 1 - (2.i7) 

The SS (2.16) is real with respeot to the combined conjugation (2.1l): 

XA j \ ) 9J 9 * / 9 * & •*• > (2.18) 

^?«e°'3 , ̂  =(9'if-
We shall refer to SF's defined on (2.16) as to analytio SF's. The 

analytlo SS and SF's on it are of great importance in N«3 theories. 
Indeed, (i) Frepotentials and gauge parameters of the N»3 Xang-Mills 
t 



theory are desoribed by the analytics SF's and the aotion of this 
theory is given by an integral over analytic SS '*' . 

2.5. Analytlo SF's obey automatically the analytloity conditions 

Й + ( У М ^ = 0 , ЬйН«)«И^1&АЦО (2.19) 
because oovariant spinor derivatives D ^ andD " a are reduced 
in the analytio basis to the partial derivatives ^/$9'^'^ - ^ ё " 1 ' 1 ^ . 

The reader will easily perform one more exercise. Aotion of which 
harmonic derivatives preserves analytioity property of SF? Answer: 
К DTT ; Ь 1 | П

; Т)2'1[ D1'"'*; b 1 " 1 ] • T h s ± I explicit form 
in the analytio basis is (in application to analytio SF) 

* (2.2*0 

Additional terms with <̂ /4>X- and O/0& in (2.20) arise upon 
the change of variables (2.15). 

In this seotion we dlsoussed the properties of the hamonlo 
N«3 S3 with respect to the N«3 Polnoare supersymaetry established 
In . Now we turn to our main topic, to its superoonformal pro
perties. 

3. Superoonformal transformations and H»3 analytio superepaoe 
This seotlon is devoted to dlsouesion of the realisation of su

peroonformal group SU(2, 21 3) in the K"3 harmonic SS. As we shall 
ahow It oan be defined from the requirement that the real analytio SS 
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is olosed under these transformations. Berezinlan of SU(2,2|3) trans
formations in the real analytlo SS is proven to Ъе unity. This faot 
will be of great importanoe for the proof of conformal invarlanoe of 
the N»3 Yang-Mills theory (seot.4). 

3.1. Ine SU(2, 2/У) realization in the standard N=3 SS 
(2.1) is known long ago (see, e.g./ ) ( we omit supertransla-
tion given by (3.12) and the Poincare transformations which are evi
dent) л' 

where u, t» , V (_V = - A / , Л \ = С)) , к р ф and ^ \ 4 t - v l J l 

are the parameters of dilatations, -y s transformations, of S u(3) 
oonformal boosts and special supersymmetry, respectively. 

To find a SU(2, 2/3 ) realization in the harmonic SS, we have to 
add to (3.l) superconformal transformations of harmonics. *e shall 
find the latter from the requirement of preserving the analytic SS 
(2.16). It suffices to find the oonformal boosts c-: Ц of harmonics 
beoause by commuting them with supertranslation we can recover all 
superconformal transformations. 

3.2. We begin with a oonformal boost of the coordinate X 
(2.15) . We require that this boost does not contain tha Orassmann 
coordinates © " V 1 ©"li1* t n a t d o n o t e n t e r l n t 0 t n e rial analytic 
3S (2.16). After a 'simple algebra we find 

provided 

(з.э) 
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It follows from (3.1) and (3.3) (see also (2.15) ) that analytic 
Grassmann coordinates are transformed according to 

where we have introduced the notation 

Х д

а * «x; -±3i&°'"?° ' - 2 *. ( 3 , 5 ) 

It is remarkable that conformal boosts act within the analytic SS; 
the right-hand parts of (3.2)-(3.4) involve only analytio coordina
tes (2.16). We leave for the reader to oheok compatibility of the 
transformations obtained with the defining conditions (2.2) and the 
combined conjugation (2.1l), (2.18). 

3.3. As was said above, the remaining transformations oan be 
obtained by commuting (3.2) - (3.4) with (2.17) . For analytio coor
dinates /, and gl they are given in Appendix В while for harmonics 
we prefer to give them here in the following compact form (that will 
be uspd often in what follows) 

Su4* ~yfi ^ +Г* П" г 
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л 2.0 Ad,t3> 
Analytic parameters /\ » /I havo the following properties: 

У* = ̂ '° у W - - Й ̂  , V ^ - ̂  ( 3. 8 a) 

(3.8b ) 

3.4. We suggest the reader proving the theorem that will be in
tensively used in seot.4. The Berezinian of rigid N=3 superconformal 
transformations in the real analytic SS is unity, 

P rttv^.w-i-frO s 4 (3.9) 
<i> (3,4) 

Hints, (i) The Berezinian of infinitesimal transformations has 
the form 

where sum is implied over all analytic coordinates, 
(ii) Due to (3.6) 

The important equality (3.9) oould be guessed on purely dimensio
nal grounds. Indeed the analytic SS integration measure ^Уа&рМ-
has eero dimensionality С C d x 3 » V*"1, 1<кв~\ = r>i+t/2 } £<!«."] = o ) 
and, consequently, aero *eyl weight. 

3.5. To establish superoonformal properties of the N-3 Yang-Hills 
prepotentlals and to oheok superoonformal lnvariance of the action, we 
have to know a transformation law of harmonic derivatives (2.20) with 
respect to SU(2, 2 3) . First of all, variations of the V(I)-onarge 
operators (see (2.Ю) have to vanish because these charges are 
respected by superoonformal transformations! 

• Ь ' т Л Ь ' ^ О . 0.12) 
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This oan oe checked using their explicit form. Also 

SD 1 ' 3 = " I ?> V i О т - b Y ) <3.i3 ) 

To oheok these laws it is convenient to use the central basis 
where harmonic derivatives do not contain й/зх ft®& (Л.1_Л.з),(2.8). 
Note also that (3.13c) follows In fact from (3.13a,b) 

3.6. Digression. When reading section 2 a careful reader could 
notice the following. The real analytic SS (2.16), being invariant 
sub S3 of the harmonic SS (2.14), itself contains Sub SS 

which is closed under all N=3 Poincare supersymmetry transformations. 
The sub SS (3.14) does not contain the Grassman coordinate Э °'д 
(entering into (2.16) ) and variations of coordinates (3.14) do not 
involve ё°'&г (see (2.17) ), e.g., 

In N=1,2 theories,SS's with the least number of spinor coordina
tes played the important role ' l z - 1 5 / , From this standpoint it is 
rather interesting to investigate the superconformal properties of 
the SS (3.14) having in mind possible applications of the latter in 
N=3 theories. It is not difficult to note that (3.14) is not closed 
with respeot to M=3 superconformal transformations In the form we 
have discussed above. For example, the conformal boost variations 
(3.3), (3.4) 

Sid ,^,^^-AbO^B^h^ 

involve & ' , i.e., they take us out of the S3 (3.14). The reason 
is that (3.14) contains mutually conjugated coordinates &*£* and 
~&','ii and also conjugated pairs of harmonics. Therefore, if a 
transformation law includes 9 0 , г г then it has necessarily to include 
the conjugated coordinate 5 ° Г г as well. 
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One oould conolude that a realization of SU(2, 2| 3) group in 
SS of the type (3.14) Is Impossible. However, suoh a oonoluslon would 
be premature. *e have postulated above that harmonics U.a' and 

tX^~ are mutually conjugated and so do also splnor variables 
&ai° and 0 ai -'° . This mutual conjugation property oan be 

avoided If one redefines harmonics starting from harmonics of the 
complexifioatlon of Вц(э), i.e., SL(3,C). Remarkably, one oan reali
ze the full SC group SU(2,2 / } ) on suoh a complexified SS (3.14). 
We discuss this realization in Appendix C. 

There, we show that the real analytic SS (2.16) forms a real 
hypersurfaoe in the complexified SS (3.14). Thus, an intriguing 
analogy arises with the interpretation of the real N=1 SS as 
a hypersurface in the chiral (or complex) H=l SS ' i b ' , The 
latter property is known to be cruolal in construction of the geomet
ric minimal formulation of the N=1 supergravity. Therefore, the 
complex version of SS (3.14) deserves further study. At the same time 
it i:. rather difficult to conneot It with the 1J»3 Yang-Mills and 
conformed, supergravity theories (in oontrast with the real version 
(2.16) ). 

3.7. Digression continued. A possibility of a shift X ^ * 
on ф'г 1^ Q °~2-'J- yields some interesting consequences also In 
the framework of the real analytic SS (2.16) itself. In the 0urnpiex 
parametrization of this SS 

1 <: -А?*-* 9а*лё0гг\9Ч, D°i , Ol в¥, И \ (3.16) 
the harmonic derivative I) ' does not involve '"д/ТМдл. 

Ы*) j - ^ ' " ' - e 1 ' " 1 0 ' ^ , * - (злу) 
^JJ ; M„,pf. pan»** СЪЪС: 

Therefoie, for complex analytic SF's, one can define an extra апи-
lytioity in harmonics by means of the condition 

bv* 4 ) 1 ^ 0 = 0 . ( 3. 1 8) 

This analytlcity is oompa'.ible with the superconformal group iff 
the first U(l)_charge equals the second one , p=q (see (3.13b) ) 

^Notice an interesting analogy. External I>orentz indices of 
N•1 ohiral superfields agree with n»l oonforraal supersymmetry only 
for special representations of the Lorentz group /17/ . 
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Some possible consequences will be discussed elsewhere. 
The following observation is also worth mentioning»There is one 

more harmonic derivative cJ that takes a (3.17)-like form when 
applied to an analytic superfield defined on (3.14) 

This derivative together with £> y " form the full set of 
harmonic derivatives that makes up a closed algebra together with the 
spinor derivatives S*'^ Sji1,i , &&?* • С "be latter single out 
the analytic SS (3.14) ) . Equations (2.9) and (A.4) say that C 1 * 3 

Z>iri aa&-2)£i&i[ form an SU(2) algebra. In particular 

/>" , a**J = £ (-#+*>£)• (3.21) 

One can Impose simultaneously condition (3.18) and the condition 

£-*>3 Ц)%Л -£) (3.22) 

on SF's defined on SS (3.14) ( in agreement with (3.2l) because 
i J j ^ J . i O ). These conditions have the following simple group-
-theoretic meaning. Among the functions defined on the homogeneous 
space S4&)/ty(thirdly these conditions single out those functions 
which are defined on its subspaoe fcej/sMtotK-t). su(2) oontains 
harmonic derivatives (3.2l), and the (f(l)-generator is given by a 
combination Dp -f Ъц . Correspondingly, SS (3.14) for such functions 
can be considered as an analytio sub SS of the № 3 harmonic SS, having 
frf в $Ц'ц/$1((2)эЦ(4') as its even part. Then, harmonics 
(iflriL t/"'*0 ("U*'f- 'U i ~ J and, consequently spinor 

coordinates (Q •»,-'"'$ •»«? (&}•-' ёй°'~*) w 1 1 1 b e s u(2) doublets while 
all other coordinates (3.14) will be singlets of SU(2). 

So muoh for digression. Sow we return to the N*3 real analytio 
SS. 
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4. Superconformal Invarlanoe of N«3 Yang-Mills theory 
This section is devoted to the N«3 Xang-ЛЩз theory. After 

briefly reminding its basios we establish here superoonformal proper
ties of gauge prepotentlals and prove the SU(2,2/3) invarlanoe of 
its action. 

4.1. As has been shown in , M=3 gauge prepotentlals are 
connections entering into three oovariant harmonio derivatives. In 
new notation we have 

Prepotentlals in (4.l) are the analytic Lie algebra valued SF's 
having definite U(I) oharges 

and reality properties „ 

Their gauge transformation law Is the standard one for connections 

where XC%,U) is a real analytic Lie algebra valued superparameter 
having zero U(l)- oharges. 

Commutators on.' harmonio derivatives (4.1) determine the corres
ponding field strengths 
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obeying the evident Blanchi Identity 

Their reality properties follow from (2.12) and (4.3) 

(4.7) 

4.2. The equations of motion of the N»3 lang-Mills theory are 
obtained by equating to иего all three field strengths (4.5) . They 
follow from the action principle In the analytic) SS. 

•i 

where Q is the coupling constant. The integration measure 

has U(I) charges £4,0 ) beoause the Grassmann integration is equiva
lent to the Grassman differentiation, e.g.. 

W§ ' f^w* ъв1'-: f 
Action (4.8) is gauge invariant up to full derivatives in the 

integrand and is as a whole the Chern-Slmons-type action. 
4.3. Now we shall demonstrate the superoonformal invariance 

of the N»3 Yang-Mills theory. For oovariantized Yang-МШз derivatives 
(4.1) we postulate the same 3^(2,2/3) transformation law (3.13) as 
for simple ones „ , 

Then, we find for prepotentials 
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and for field strengths (taking into acoount 3.8b ) 

Due to the theorem (3.9) the integration measure in the analytio SS 
is superoonformally invariant 

Using equations (4.1l)-(4.13) the reader oan easily demonstrate that 
aotion (4.8) is Invariant 

5. Conoluslon 
Thus, we have shown that the real analytic N=3 SS Is closed 

with respect to all rigid superoonformal transformations. The Bere-
zinian of the latter is unity. Transformation laws obtained imply 
that the N-3 Yang-Mills theory Is superconformally invariant. 
Establishing of these simple statements is not an end in itself. 
Their generalization to the case of local transformations will bring 
us to construction of the N»3 off-shell supergravity theory. 

Appendix A. Bxplloit form and algebra of harmonio derivatives 

CM) 
* l ъйу+ u < wF"** "->&* ~ 

. 'I. I n contradistinction with the dimentlonful integration measu
re in the full harmonio 88 (2.14)_, f,/*xV"erf((J ~ »l* 
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Nonvanlshlng commutators of tl(I)-oharged harmonic derivatives 

Appendix B, N-э superoonformal transformations of analytic coor
dinates X^ (? (besides (2.17), (3.2), (3.3) ) 

-f 

vM ^ f 

X* was defined by eg,. (3.5) -j* 
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Appendix C. Complexified analytic superspace (3*14) 

This 9s has coordinates 

conneoted with coordinates of oustomary № 3 SS (2.1) by formulas 
(2.1?) and СЗ.5). However, now harmonics 1t{ are not self-conjuga
ted in the sense of (2.1l); they parametrize that time SL(3.G) group 
instead of SU(3) • So SS (Cl) has a doubled set of harmonios in 
comparison with the real analytic SS (2.16). Under conjugation -J£-
we have 

(C.2) 

1Л? _,гЛ-'<-#-• * / ' ' , 

V' ̂y-lr-1'-'^ -n;1'\ 
IT ' 

Here 1/" are conjugated harmonios not connected generally to "Ы. 
by any algebraic relation . Respectively Q^ j i and Q f'y* are 
not conjugated to eaoh other. Spinor coordinates in (C.l) are furnished 
with index <u_ to stress that they are related to a set of harmonios 
I/O. 'Their complex conjugated coordinates will be supplied by index 

1/ . One should have in mind that the whole oomplex nature of S3 
(C.l) is just due to the oomplex nature of harmonios. At the same 
time the oentral basis coordinates remain real. 

To find a realisation of S«(2; 3/3) in (C.l) we shall copy 
derivation in Sect. 3- of superoonformal transformations of real analy
tic SS, Then, we easily find oonformal boosts 

<4 *°M- tytfw 4f^ #мл 
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</ty'=- Hik^e^J^Jb^Uiy^S^^ 

(C4) 

Under conjugation J t boosts (C.2) turn to oonfoxmal boosts of the 
conjugated $? [ V « * ff<<<4 flV«< flV*' n . 7 . How we oan 

easily obtain the remaining superoonformal transformations (like we 
did it in seot.3 for (2.16) ) 

о * 

(We omit here lndloesitof spinor* oo ordinate*). Si* full reallaatlon 
of 87(2(2/3) on harmonics is giren by equations (Э.б) where one 
should dlsoard terms with A ' Cnow A' is not conjugated to 
A ' and A * 0 is not self-conjugated). 

•ow we shall show that the real analytic 8Я (2.16) arises as a 
real hypersurfaoe in 33 (C.l). Let us Impose the following constraints' 

111"**1 =-Ъ-*'1, (*) 

and conjugated oonstralnts. 
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It oan he ohecked that constraints (С.б) are closed with respect 
to (C.2) and superoonformal transformations (С.з), (С.4) . After 
Imposing these constraints, the number of independent harmonics 
reduoes Just to half the original one . Let us take now a 
coordinate set 

Tx? 9°м, 9^ <9V*О0''** -и], сс.7> 
where 

( C 9 ) -u. •> ~ u 1/ 

Using the rule (C.2), one can oheck that the set (C.7) is self- conju
gated in the sense (g.ll) (2.18) and that ^X -harmonios satisfy all 
defining relations (2,2), (2.1l) due to constraints (с.б), e.g., 

Ъ'Л1Ъ?Л*4 s:>k-u<J<u-<><£a>-^i tic. 
L > L i к 

Starting with (С.б) after some straightforward calculations one oan 
see that the SU(2, 2/3) transformations in SS (C.l) induce for coor
dinates (C.7) just the transformations (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (З.б) and 
(B.l) of the real analytic SS. (C.7) oan he identified with the real 
analytic SS (2.16). 

v) 
When solring these constraintв explicitly, one has to fix 

parametrlaation of SL(3,C). 
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Гальперин А.С., Иванов Е.А., Огиевецкий В.И. Е2-86-553 
Суперпространства для суперсимметрий (N • 3) 

Найдена реализация суперконформной группы в вещественном 
аналитическом N - 3 суперпространстве. Установлено, что березиниан 
ее преобразований равен единице. Наличие такой реализации делает 
очевидной конформную инвариантность суперполевого действия 
N =3 теории Янга - Миллса. Полученные результаты являются пред
варительным этапом в построении N »3 супергравитации. Указаны 
также комплексные аналитические суперпространства с меньшим 
числом спинорных переменных и получена реализация в нем N = 3 
суперконформной группы. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 
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Galperin A.S., Ivanov ЕЛ-, Ogievetsky V.I. E2-86-553 
Superspaces for N = 3 Supersymmetry 

N = 3 superconformal group (SU(2,2/3) is realized in the real analy
tic Bubspace of harmonic N = 3 superspace. Berezinian of its transforma
tions is shown to be unity. Conformal invariance of the N = 3 Yang - Mills 
superfield action becomes evident within such a frameworic. A complex 
analytic superspace is also indicated, having a smaller number of spmor 
coordinates. A realization of SU(2,2/3) in this superspace is found. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theore
tical Physics, JINR. 
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